Balkan-Adriatic
incentives with experience…

General information
Belgrade, the capital of serbia, is the third largest city in
south-eastern europe after istanbul and athens. just over
1,700,000 people live in it. belgrade is the city of youth.
more than 40% of its citizens are between 15 and 44 years
of age. all citizens of belgrade love to talk of the spirit of
the city. open and ever ready for fun, many belgraders will
claim to be true hedonists – and many of them really are knowing all there is to know about good food, wine and
music.

the citizens of belgrade like all sorts of things:

pleasant conversations and long walks, drinking their
morning coffee or days off work, they also love it when
they find freshly baked warm bread in the local bakery.
they like being in motion and therefore the streets,
walkways, cafes and restaurants are always filled with
people. more importantly, belgraders like everyone, so
get to know belgrade by getting to know belgraders!

Belgrade is all about:

PEOPLE…
Typically Serbian!
It does not take long for foreign visitors in Serbia
to discover the hospitality, kindness, openness
and warmth of the PEOPLE who live in Serbia.
Shaking hands, done using the right hand is
customary, kissing is not a necessity when
meeting somebody for the first time, but every
time you meet from then on, if you have
developed affection for the person in question,
kissing three times on the cheeks is the order of
the day in Serbia…

▪ Transfers

▪ All our transfers are provided with high end coaches less

than 10 years old. Every vehicle is supplied with aircondition, comfortable seats, audio and video equipment.
▪ Our professional drivers comprehend in depth

knowledge of streets and cities and offer most hospitable
and comfortable transportation.
▪ Upon request we will provide refreshment on board.

Hospitality:
Our Hospitality is well known. Each and every guest is welcomed with smile
and with high respect.

Morning

DAY 1
11.04.

Noon

Afternoon

Dinner

Arrival to Belgrade. Meet and greet at
airport business lounge with welcome
drink.
Board the jeeps and off to adventure.
Drive with 4x4 jeeps.

Arrival To Winery and lunch with Wine
tasting.
Continue to Vrdnik and
accommodation in Vrdnicka Kula.

Dinner in
Hotel Vrdnicka Kula

Dinner hosted by Turist
Organization of
Belgrade in Skadarlija
“Bohemian quarter”
with live music.
After dinner night life.

DAY 2
12.04.

Breakfast and departure
to Novi Sad.

Visit Novi Sad.

Arrival to Belgrade and check in Hotel
Hilton.
Introduction with hotel and welcome
drink on hotels terrace.

DAY 3
13.04.

Breakfast and short
introduction to todays
activity

Visit Local market and Shop necessary
groceries.
Meet with Milos Chef and culinary
experience.

After lunch visit to Nikola Tesla
museum and interaction with
electricity.
200 V is for kids. We will go for
500.000 V

Return to hotel and
free time.
Transfer for dinner.
“Toro Latin experience
bar”

SPA afternoon with massage in
Metropol Palace hotel.

Underground dinner
with wine tasting.

DAY 4
14.04.

Day 5
15.04

Breakfast and Belgrade bike tour followed by bubble football. Time
for “Bubble football”.
It is fun it is crazy, it is exhausting but fur sure it is not football…

Breakfast and departure
to Royal Palace for visit.

Meet with Royal Family.

Transfer to airport and flight home.

Night

Morning

DAY 1
18.04.

Noon

Afternoon

Dinner

Arrival to Belgrade. Meet and
greet at airport business lounge
with welcome drink.
Board the jeeps and off to
adventure.
Drive with 4x4 jeeps.

Arrival To Winery and lunch
with Wine tasting.
Continue to Vrdnik and
accommodation in Vrdnicka
Kula.

Dinner in
Hotel
Vrdnicka
Kula

Night

It is unique experience of driving on the sand and also a task to challenge your
ability to navigate by map and GPS.
Along the way drivers and navigators will change their places and discover best
strategy to win other team.

Lunch: winery
“Kovacevic”
• Being on privileged position for wine
growing, people from this region took and
advantage and started growing wine.
• Some because of tradition some to sell
wine and some of them to please us.
• Winery “Kovacevic” is all of above but
mostly to please us.

•

Name “Vrdnicka Kula” was given after the old
historical location from 12th century and the
period when Roman empire was spreded over
this lands.
•

Isolated and tucked in untouched nature, just
on the edge of National park Fruska Gora, it is an
perfect escape from city urban chaos.
•

Besides greta food and amazing nature do not
forget to enjoy winery, wellness & Spa program

Morning

DAY 2
19.04.

Breakfast and
departure to
Novi Sad.

Noon

Afternoon

Visit Novi
Sad.

Arrival to Belgrade and
check in Hotel Hilton.
Introduction with hotel and
welcome drink on hotels
terrace.

Dinner
Dinner hosted by Turist
Organization of Belgrade in
Skadarlija “Bohemian quarter”
with live music.
After dinner night life.

Night

Novi Sad

At the foot of the Fruška Gora hills, in the shadow of
the Petrovaradin Fortress lies the Gibraltar of the
Danube, Novi Sad. A city with a history just over 300
years long. Today Novi Sad is a city with population
of 400.000 and multinational with a majority Serbian
population, but with a great many other nationalities,
too: Hungarians, Croats, Slovaks, Ruthenians,
Greeks, Cincars, Jews, Romanians and Roma. The
city of a unique culture and many internationally
known festivals. It is a capital of Autonomous
Province of Vojvodina, second largest city in
Republic of Serbia. The city is located on the banks
of the Danube river and Danube-Tisa-Danube Canal,
and facing the northern slopes of Fruška Gora
mountain. The town was established in the 17th
century as settlement of artisans and merchants on
the left bank of the Danube River. The city centre
abounds in buildings of different architectural
periods, including gothic, baroque, secession and
neoclassicism. The focal point of the city is the
Petrovaradin fortress, built high on the banks of the
River Danube, offering stunning views over the city
of Novi Sad. It is an ancient fortress site originally
occupied by the Romans, and re-built by the Austro
Hungarian Empire to defend against the Turks in the
17th Century. Novi Sad is simply one of the historical
treasures of Europe.

• Hilton 4*
• One of the newest and most elegant
hotel in Belgrade. Just opened its doors
to public in May 2018 already claims
attention of every traveller that steps
foot in Belgrade.
• We love spending time on roof terrace
with amazing view on Belgrade.
• It is not a hotel, it is a must stay in…

Dinner at restaurant “Le Petit Piaf” - http://www.malivrabac.rs/

Capacity for 100 persons
“Le Petit Piaf” restaurant is located in Skadarska Street in famous bohemian quarter-Skadarlija. Besides excellent grilled
dishes and a great selection of drinks you can enjoy the music performed by a gipsy tambourine band, which will impress
you. “Le Petit Piaf” is one of the places the citizens of Belgrade are proud of. The walls are decorated with artistic paintings
bring a special style to the interior, and also represent an art exhibit. Restaurant offers, among other things, high quality
cold (cheese, kajmak, prosciutto ham) and warm Serbian hors d'oeuvres (kebabs, shish-kebab, rolled chicken, filled
barbecued steak, bacon, sausages).

DAY 3
20.04.

Morning

Noon

Afternoon

Dinner

Breakfast
and short
introductio
n to todays
activity

Visit Local
market
and Shop
necessary
groceries.
Meet with
Milos Chef
and
culinary
experience
.

After lunch visit to
Nikola Tesla
museum and
interaction with
electricity.
200 V is for kids.
We will go for
500.000 V

Return to hotel and free
time.
Transfer for dinner.
“Toro Latin experience
bar”

Night

Traditional cooking class
Plan is to bring people to one city market. we will dived them in groups. they will be
provided with a traditional Serbian dish. they have to fined recipe, locate closest market
and set of for shopping. they have to manage in the marketplace, bargain and decide on
the quality of food. than transfer them to the restaurant with open kitchen where they will
prepare a meal.
aim of the game:
-best recipe
-taste
-best spent money
-best prices acquired on market
game kit:
-origin of dish and territory
-pocket money
-dictionary
-city map

Tesla was a scientist ahead of his time. Most of things, we use in our daily
life, are based on Tesla`s inventions: mobile phone, remote control, radio,
cars…. There are 160.000 more of them in Telsa`s museum in Belgrade.

But the main revolutionizing idea, that was never reveled and allowed to
world just because todays billionaires would not be what they are, is now on
you to test.

“Nikola Tesla Museum” BE SWITCHED!

Dinner in: “Toro”

A renowned chef and owner of restaurant chain in the
world's metropolises, Richard Sandoval opened his
first restaurant in Serbia with the concept of "small
plates" based on Latin American flavors.
Toro is located in an authentic setting concrete hall at
the port that is slowly but surely growing into a very
serious gastronomic destination with the most diverse
offering. The space is large, open and bright. Interior
design is a bit unusual, but obviously made with a lot
of attention and very alluring. There is also a summer
terrace with a beautiful view of the river. The interior is
dominated by an open kitchen, which is laudable
because the guests can watch the preparation
gourmand who will then have the opportunity to try.

Morning

DAY
4
21.04.

Noon

Breakfast and Belgrade bike tour followed by
bubble football. Time for “Bubble football”.
It is fun it is crazy, it is exhausting but fur sure it is
not football…

Afternoon

Dinner

SPA afternoon with massage
in Metropol Palace hotel.

Underground dinner with wine
tasting.

Night

• Bike tour in Belgrade will start at downtown
“Sava mala” and continues towards “Ada
Ciganlija” city lake by the bank of river Sava
and passing by “Belgrade waterfront” project.
I takes about 2 hours of light biking.
• Our special guide is Ralf

• Bubble football

Games are generally played 5 on 5 and the rules are almost identical in Futsal. However, since each player has
a bubble around, in this game there is no goalkeeper. The main goal is of course to score, but also to prevent
opponent to do the same ... The game takes place in such a way that the players hit each other, bounce off the
side walls, rolling and jumping. Try BUBBLE FOOTBALL and you will not be able to remove the smile off your
face !!!
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